STATEWIDE AGREEMENT BETWEEN
THE CALIFORNIA CORRECTIONAL PEACE OFFICERS ASSOCIATION (CCPOA)
AND
THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA,
DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS AND REHABILITATION (CDCR),
DIVISION OF ADULT INSTITUTIONS (DAI),
Conservation Camp Closures
(CDCR LOG #20-103-0)

This Agreement represents the full and complete understanding reached by and between the parties at the conclusion of the Meet and Confer negotiations on October 27, 2020, regarding the conversion of the Conservation Camp Closures. This Agreement becomes an Addendum to the current State Bargaining Unit 6 Memorandum of Understanding, Article 27, Section 27.01 which expires on July 2, 2022.

1. Impacted Camp Officers will be offered existing camp vacancies by controlling institutions;
   CIW camps will select from Puerta La Cruz or Malibu
   CCC camps will select from camp vacancies under “Northern Camps”
   SCC camps will select from camp vacancies under “Southern Camps”

AND

Institutional Vacancies on a statewide basis, excluding San Joaquin County

2. Positions will be awarded based on election priority and BU6 Seniority

3. Upon the completion of the transfer opportunity process, the State agrees that impacted Camp Officers that were unable to secure a camp position will be given a first right of refusal by seniority, to the camp vacancies that become available within their area of impact through December 31, 2020, by seniority
   CIW camps will select from Puerta La Cruz or Malibu
   CCC camps will select from camp vacancies under “Northern Camps”
   SCC camps will select from camp vacancies under “Southern Camps”

First Right of Refusal process shall include the officer applying for a camp vacancy, and will be given first right of refusal by Seniority. If the Officer is successful in obtaining a position through the first right of refusal, the Officer is precluded from applying for another position under this provision.

4. The State agrees that previously scheduled and approved vacations shall be honored.
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